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What's up for Sunday, October 16, 2022 

 
First we will have a debrief of the 50

th
 Show at Dawes Arboretum. The 

general consensus it it went fairly well. That being said, any after action 
discussion also needs to capture areas for improvement and plain old 
“Lets not do that particular thing again”. These can be lively discussions 
and everyone is invited to participate. In addition we will be talking about 
next year and looking forward to a 2024 event. 2022 was a good step for-
ward and we have the opportunity to up our game again. 
 
In light of the recent weather fluctuations we may have a talk about prep-
ing for winter. Not the how and where of plant storage, but what can we 
do to minimize the impact on our living space and our tree health. AKA 
pests. 
 

Down the Rabbit Hole  ~ President, Mark Passerrello 

After  waiting for it and planning for it for so long, it is amazing to realize 
that the 50

th
 edition of our club show is now in the history books. The 

show got lots of great response from the visiting public as well as our 
partners at Dawes Arboretum. This ‘Golden Anniversary’ edition turned 
out to be a great success. 

This show wouldn’t have happened without the  time and effort of the 
dedicated club members who hauled supplies (back and forth), who as-
sembled and set up exhibit furniture and got the room in order, who orga-
nized workshops and raffle schedules, checking in and checked out dis-
play trees and who kept watch over the exhibit space. 

Well done! Thanks for everything you did! And lets begin plans for our 
51

ST
 show! 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Speaking of shows - we will be talking over the recent show as part of 
our meeting on October 16

th
. We’ll take some time to go over what you 

like, perhaps what you didn’t and improvements or changes you think 
would be worthwhile.  As a club we do need to start planning next year’s 
show, and a big question connected to those plans is venue: Franklin 
Park Conservatory is unable to host plant society events in 2023, so we 
need to choose a venue.  Would you like to go back to Dawes again, or 
is there a better place you can think of?  Be prepared for some produc-
tive discussion. 

Show planning talk also needs to include 2024-CBS will be hosting the 
biennial Midwest Area Bonsai Alliance convention that year. This will be 
a fantastic bonsai event, an incredible way to represent our club, our 
city and spend three intensive days walking, talking and living bonsai! If 
you want to get some idea of what this convention can be like, check 
out the website for the event that happened just this year in Milwau-
kee  http://www.milwaukeebonsai.org/maba/ 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

And while we are on the topic of getting involved: elections for club offic-
ers will happen at the November meeting. If you have an interest in be-
ing part of the board, lending a hand in making your club work month to 
month and be the kind of group people like participating in, please chat 
up any current board member. There is room for you! Long bonsai ex-
perience isn’t as important as a willingness to put in a bit of time and 
effort ( availability trumps experience!). 

Word is that both our current treasurer and secretary would like to step 
down from the board. The treasurer keeps the club’s financial records 
as well as making payment or reimbursement for any club expenses. A 
CPA is not required, but familiarity with basic bookkeeping and math 
would be useful.  The role of the secretary is about record keeping -
mainly taking minutes at board meetings. 
 
 

Random Thotz   ~ Zack Clayton, Editor 

 
Yikes. It has been a wild September-October time. Reasonably warm 
days and temperatures flirting with too cold at night. I'm bringing my 
tropicals in right now and everything looks fine. Those include a parrots 
beak that I rooted this summer, golden berry that I hve been growing on 
for two years, several ficus species, jade, Portulacaria, and a japanese 
maple that has an air layer on it that I have mentioned before. It had a 
setback where it dried out and has just recovered in the last two 
months. I want to protect the air layer from hard freezing. The Weather 
Channel is predicting frost in the city next week. If you are in the coun-
try, I hope you got your stuff in already. If it still looks okay, get it in now. 
 
I am fortunate that I have several yard trees large enough to shelter 
sensitive plants from frost to a couple of degrees below freezing. The 
canopy of a tree will reflect heat back to the ground underneath it. If the 
canopy includes the area next to the house, it is even more effective but 
is still iffy for a hard frost. Directly on the ground is best, but a protected 
porch will offer some shelter. In any case, if you are in the central Ohio 
area, get them in before the weekend. 
 
On another train of thought, I have noticed over half of our articles are 
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written by our member in Tennessee, Ken Schultz.  Having worked with Ken at Ohio EPA I 
know he likes to write, writes to learn a subject, and Writes to share his knowledge with oth-
ers.  That said, The Ohio folks need to up their game.  I contribute the Random Thotz editori-
al the Seasonal Care and most of found on the web.  I get other input form the President, 
and for Coming Attractions.  You are all literate (You do read this correct?) and can talk 
about you favorite subjects.  Just sit down and write a short piece.  It can be like a letter to a 
friend or a loose transcript of a talk you would give to a group.  But give Ken a little break 
sometimes.  I can make your words look and sound good, that is what an editor does.   
 

Articles 
 

Preparations for using Lime Sulfur By Ken Schultz 

 

I have viewed a number of videos on-line and noticed that each artist has their own method 
of applying lime sulfur. It occurred to me that a short outline would be useful. So here goes… 
 

Clean your deadwood with a wire brush first to remove loose material and clean it up. 
 

Newly created deadwood needs to dry for a week and to be “dehaired” either with a torch or 
wire brush. Aged deadwood will adsorb lime sulfur more readily. 
 

Cover your soil and pot with a drop cloth to prevent drips. Try to keep it off the bark, and foli-
age too. 
 

Add a bit of water to the lime sulfur to make it flow into the cracks more easily. Add black 
“India” ink for pines to give the deadwood a more aged look. (India ink is an architect/artist 
supply used in drafting pens and for calligraphy. ) 
 

Mist the deadwood before applying the lime sulfur, it helps it to adsorb more deeply. 
 

Brush it on, outdoors because lime sulfur is smelly stuff. It will take three or four days for it to 
cure; losing both its yellow color and smell. 
 
 

If you need to treat your deadwood before a show, plan to do the work about two weeks 
ahead. Otherwise you can apply lime sulfur any time the temperatures will be above freezing, 
as you should not allow your lime sulfur to freeze, including in the bottle. 
 

Robert Steven’s book, cautions that the deadwood on conifers differs from deadwood on de-
ciduous trees and tropicals. Conifer deadwood results from harsh weather, such as wind and 
snow damage so it is smooth showing the wood fibers. Deciduous and tropical deadwood is 
likely to have been bug or rot damage and is holey. 
 
 

Tree of the Month: Bald Cypress, 
Taxodium distichum By Ken Schultz 

 

I have only had a Bald Cypress for the 
past two years. But I’ve had the other 
member of the family, Redwood in Ohio 
for many years. Sadly, it was one of the 
tees I lost when we moved from Ohio to 
Tennessee. Both are deciduous conifers, 
producing small cones. The Bald Cypress 
has alternating leaves and the Redwood 
has opposite leaves. In bonsai, alternat- 19 Bald Cypress installation at NC Arboretum 

Fountain.  See Text. 
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A  

ing is the easier growth pattern to deal with. In 
my reading I discovered that there are several 
subspecies of Bald Cypress, including Pond 
Cypress. 
 

The Bald Cypress is found from Southern 
Florida to New Jersey and as far west as east-
ern Texas and Oklahoma. It is the Louisiana 
State Tree. There is a stand of Bald Cypress 
sporting knees, that I was told is the furthest 
northern natural stand, but Ken Huth has a 
good number of them planted on swampy por-
tions of his property. It is hardy from Zone 4 to 
Zone 11. In the south, Spanish Moss some-

times hangs from their branches. And in its 
very southern reaches they many not lose their 
foliage in the winter. It seems to prefer 
swampy areas, but can be grown in the ground 
in your yard if you’d like to give it a try. In Ohio, 
we had a Redwood planted towards the back 
of our acre. Both lose their leaves in the fall. 
When cooler weather arrives, their light green 
ferny like leaves turn “russet”, sort of a bronzy 
color. And fall off. Don’t let this freak you out. 
They are not dead. Bald Cypress “needles” are 
½”- ¾” long, ideal bonsai size. [Editors Note] 
There are at least two other club members with 
Bald Cypress in their yards, and there is a na-
tive stand in Michigan near Kalamazoo. 
 

When I started bonsai in 1993 it was rare to 
see a Bald Cypress Bonsai. It was in the 
1980’s that the artist by the name of Guy 
Guidry became known for his large pyramidal 
shaped Bald Cypress. His bonsai nursery is in 
Louisiana, so it seems fitting. After moving to 
Tennessee and becoming a more regular at-
tendee of the Bonsai Expo at the N.C. Arbore-
tum, bonsai artist John Geanangel was known 
for his Table Top Bald Cypress. One year 19 
of them were placed in the pond fountain as 

you entered the building where the Expo was being held. 
 

It seems that the best Bald Cypress Bonsai are trees that have been collected. John fre-
quently collects 20-30 trees a year. John lives about an hour from Columbia South Carolina. 
The use of collected trees means that there is a lot of cutting back to do. The Yamidori usual-
ly have chopped trunks as Bald Cypress grows very rapidly, perhaps a foot or two per year. 
Their trunks feature wide nebari with ridges running up the trunk. I have not seen bonsai that 
has developed knees, perhaps because these trees need to grow in a swamp for quite some 
time for knees to develop. In nature, it becomes a very large tree, up to 120’ tall with a 72” 
trunk. Many trees live up to 600 years; the oldest on record is 2,624. [Editors Note] This tree 
was in a state park in Florida and named “The General”. A Wackado decided to take pictures 
at night after the park closed and lit some small fires around the tree for atmosphere. She 
didn't get them put out and they burned into the peat and killed the roots. 
 

Pond Cypress at NC Arboretum 

Winter display of Flat Top Bald Cypress 
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(In preparation for writing this article, I found 
scant information about their care; perhaps 
this is because Bald Cypress is truly an Ameri-
can tree species. As a result none of my Japa-
nese or European authored bonsai books had 
any information. Similarly, American authored 
bonsai books seemed to feature many trees 
that are not native to America.) 
 

Now back to the Bald Cypress; I mentioned 
that they are either Pyramidal or Flat Top, re-
gardless, due to their rapid growth in the 
ground their trunks are always formal upright. 
To hide the trunk chop, many feature Shari or 
hollowed trunks. If you’ve always wanted to try 
carving deadwood, this is the tree for you. 
Their wood, like Redwood is rot resistant. As 
bonsai they also tend to be tall. I watched a 
YouTube where the demo tree was cut back to 4 feet tall. I have seen taller. However, with 
patience they can be grown in relatively shallow pots. The trick to this is to place your Bald 
Cypress pot in shallow water. (I do the same with my Wisteria.) I read that they do best if plac-
es in a bird bath top or a water table. So, I grow mine in an old kitty litter tray. Just remember 
to dump the water before the mosquitos start to breed in it! Needless to say, never let your 
Bald Cypress dry out. One site mentioned that Mica pots will stay moist for up to three days. I 
have some trees in Mica, but hadn’t noticed that the trees in them are slower to dry. I suspect 
that since large clay pots for large trees are expensive, the use of Mica with Bald Cypress is a 
cost saving move. 
 

Bald Cypress bud easily on old wood; I cut off small branches from up and down the trunk to 
direct the trees growth where I want it. If you decide on the Pyramidal style, then no branches 
on the bottom third of the trunk; if you decide on the Flat Top Style then consider it to be a Lit-
erati with a straight trunk. Flat tops may have one large branch below the top 1/3

rd
, but it 

grows upwards and should not be wired down. It was noted that fewer branches on the Table 
Top make the tree look older. 
 

I read that you should not work on them during the winter, as this may kill the branch. Pruning 
branches should wait until it had branched. But don’t wait too long as the wood becomes rigid 
and brittle and cannot be bent. If you repot, wait three months before wiring. John Geanangel 
says he treats them like a giant cutting when he pots them after collecting, washing all their 
old soil off, and cuts off thick roots that would keep it out of a pot. (Remember he lives in 
South Carolina, so the rules are different for him.) Another 
site says not to remove more than 1/3 of the root ball. I’m 
guessing this is for those who buy their trees rather than 
collecting them. Young trees, which grow more rigorously, 
need to be repotted every 2 years; older trees only need 
to be repotted every 3-5 years. 
 

Notice that I’ve avoided talking about soil? That’s because 
each source had something very different to say. John us-
es Pumice, Lava, Akadama and potting soil. Another said 
to make sure your soil contained clay, and another said 
acidic and sandy soils are best. One even recommended 
Mushroom Compost. Somehow, that made sense, it 
seems like swamp soil to me. An agricultural source says 
they are salt tolerant and will grow in soils that range from 
acidic to alkaline; though the foliage will be yellower in an 
alkaline soil. When John repots he removes nearly all the 

John Geanangel Bald Cypress 

Guy Guidry and a Bald Cypress - 

pryimidal shape. 
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foliage except for a few leaves here and there. 
 

Because Bald Cypress are vigorous growers they need a lot of fertilizer. Water with a soluble 
fertilizer weekly, from spring to fall. Add a solid fertilizer monthly, usually a slow release one. 
Fish emulsion should also be used. Use a low nitrogen fertilizer in the spring. Once your tree 
responds to this fertilization program, you’ll be rubbing off adventurous buds up and down 
the trunk. 
Bald Cypress should be grown in full sun. I don’t treat mine any differently than I do my other 
junipers and pines. (Except for the water it sits in all summer) So it stays outdoors under the 
deck on the north side of our house when it comes time to take the bonsai off their benches 
during the winter. 
 

One reference noted that if you over prune, a twig fungus may occur. It suggests removing 
infected twigs, though you could treat them with a fungicide containing copper. If you have 
had an aphid problem, then check for aphids and treat for them if they should occur. Be-
cause I use both Bayer systemic and spray with Orchard Spay, I haven’t had this problem. 
 
 

Tree of the Month: Hinoki 
Cypress, Chamaecypris 
obtusa and others 

By Ken Schultz 
 

It has been at least 8 years 
since I last wrote about the 
bonsai favorite Hinoki Cy-
press. I think that the last time 
I wrote about them, I had only 
Chamaecyperis obtuse, or 
Dwarf Hinoki Cypress. Now I 
have two cultivars of Sekka; 
one is a dwarf variety 
“Hebrerle”, if I remember cor-
rectly. I bought them from 
Meehan’s Miniatures about 6 
years ago. Afterward, I ac-
quired a “Sekka” Hinoki. I still 
have two dwarf obtuse culti-
vars, “Crippsii” and “Verdoui”, 
a Hinoki whose new growth 
has a golden color. In preparing to write this article, I did a bit of searching on the Internet 
and found out that there are 200 varieties of Hinoki. Not all of them are suitable for bonsai. 
The varieties that were mentioned as bonsai include the ones I’ve mentioned but also Chi-
rimen, Yatsubusa, Little John, Nana gracilis, Koster and compacta. 
 

Hinoki are often sold as “Hinoki false cypress” because they are not true Cypress, those are 
Cupressus, not Chamaecyperis. As mentioned there are 200 varieties, growing to 200’ tall 
and 10’ in diameter. They are native to Japan and are hardy from Zones 5-8. New growth is 
seen as a brighter green along the edge of their flattish frond like leaves. Older leaves are 
dark green. Their growth seems to heap new fronds over the tops of older fronds. It is this 
attractive feature that makes them very popular bonsai material; it also leads to dieback in-
side this dense outer growth. And as I will repeat, Hinoki do not back bud on older wood. The 
trunk back has a reddish brown bark that develops texture with age. In winter the foliage 
turns darker with a slight reddish cast. 
 

Location: 5 of my sources say full sun is OK, but I’ve found that new growth or newly ex-
posed growth after pinching will suffer sunburn in direct sun with bonsai Hinoki, so give them 

2 Shohin size Hinoki Cypress  
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some afternoon shade. Without proper light lower and inner branches will die. Keep this in 
mind when selecting branches and pinching to maintain an open structure. In winter they can 
suffer from wind burn and sun scald. Below 10 they may need more protection in winter. In 
Ohio, I put up burlap wind breaks, which 
also provided sun screening too. 
 

Soil/Repotting/Watering: A quick draining, 
lime free, acidic soil is best. Hinoki are 
prone to root rot if kept too wet. This year 
(2022) is challenging due to all the rain. But 
like Serrisa, Hinoki will die if you let them 
dry out totally. Newly purchased trees in 
some loose peat nursery media are likely to 
dry faster than your other bonsai, so be on 
the lookout. Sunny days with drying winds 
may also trick you into missing a much 
needed watering. Repotting is best done in 
early to mid spring before new growth 
pushes. Young plants should be repotted 
every 2 years, older/established bonsai, 
every 4-5 years. Water in the morning if 
you can, this prevents soil from remaining 
to wet over night. Pots that are too large 
also hold too much water and may cause 
root rot. Up to 1/3

rd
 of the roots may be re-

moved when repotting. I look for thick or 
long coiling roots to shorten to some feeder 
roots. If your tree was field grown it may 
have dense clay soil near the nebari which 
will stay wet of if allowed to dry, not re-wet 
easily, it needs to be removed. If you do, 
add Mycorhizae. If this is your tree’s first 
repotting, wait until the following year to do 
any major branch removal. If you have already removed branches, wait until next year to re-
pot, if you can. 
 

Styling: Dwarf Hinoki are slow growers and do not back bud on old wood. Old wood also 
resists bending, so if you want to get movement into a trunk it needs to be done while the 
tree is young. When you select nursery stock, look over all the material available and buy 
what you like as bonsai. I have a Hinoki that has three separate tops. Also one of my Sekka 
has lots of movement while the other two do not. The three top and one of the Sekka have 
“Snags” for tops to control the height of the bonsai. Dan Robinson said only very old trees 
have snags, don’t be afraid to create some. 
 

Cutting foliage swirls with scissors to control growth will cause brown edges on ever tip you 
cut. Bjorn, uses his finger like a barber to pinch off new growth and open up the pad struc-
ture to keep the light coming into the tree. A Hinoki has thousands of new growth tips, so this 
process will be slow and tedious, but must be done. With proper feeding, you may need to 
pinch new growth twice in one year. Don’t do this to late, new growth going into fall and win-
ter is more susceptible to cold/wind/sun damage. I suggest late July to mid August for their 
last pinching. As you thin foliage pads, decide if you need to remove top or bottom leaflets. 
This will be determined by the angle and length of the branch. Because they do not back 
bud, Branches will get leggy over the years. To “shorten” them you will need to do some 
bending to make them appear to be shorter. Wait to wire for three months after repotting….if 
you can. Being apically dominant, wire scars tend to occur at the tops of bonsai first, so look 
when you water to determine when the wire should come off. Their branches also tend to be 
resistant to positioning, so it may be necessary to rewire a branch two or three times to get it 

Herberli  Hinoki 
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to stay where it looks best. First wring after repotting can be done in the fall. Since there will 
never be a branch where there isn’t one (no back budding) moving branches to where you 
need a foliage pad is your only solution. Rough handling can damage the foliage can dam-
age it and on dwarf varieties may even break if 
off. 
 

Fertilization: use a balanced fertilizer once a 
week, 15-15-15 or 10-10-10. I also use fish 
emulsion, Holly Tone and Osmacote 20-20-20. 
Reportedly a monthly dose of a teaspoon of 
Epsom salts/gallon of water provided Magnesi-
um needed. It helps promote healthy foliage 
color. When repotting, don’t forget a dose of 
Superthrive. 
 

Pests/diseases: Besides Root Rot, scale, spi-
der mites and bagworms are mentioned. This 
year due to it being rainy, I added a round of 
Copper Fungicide spray to my regular Orchard 
Spray routine. I also dose all my bonsai with 
Bayer’s Tree and Shrub Systemic that provides 
fungal, insecticide, miticide protection for up to 
six months. 
 

Propagation: When I styled the Sekka Hinoki I 
was able to take 20 cuttings. I used the active 
growth tips from a workshop I took on Mother’s 
Day weekend. 18 of the cuttings rooted! I 
dipped each cutting in rooting hormone and 
potted them in a mixture of potting soil and 
bonsai soil with extra Turface. I think the suc-
cess was due mostly to the time of year; but a 
friend who also took cuttings from my tree had 
no success with her cuttings. 
 
 

Seasonal Care for Central Ohio 

Now is the time to bring your tropicals inside if you haven't already. The forecast lows are 
approaching 32 degrees in rural and low lying areas and will be below 32 degrees in urban 
areas next week. There is some preparation that needs to be done ahead of time. Spray for 
bugs before you bring them all inside and give them a smorgasbord in your cold proof spac-
es. For me that is my office, living room, and basement. Wherever you keep yours, you don't 
want spider mites, aphids, scale insects, white fly, and others from hatching out and taking 
over. 
 
Spider mites are a particular menace as they prefer the dry conditions in houses and can de-
stroy Ficus and Crassula (jade) seemingly overnight. As soon as you see fine weblike 
threads on these plants in particular, check by tapping several branches over a piece of 
white paper and look for small moving red dots. Those are almost certainly red spider mites. 
Spray with a mist of ethyl (plain Vodka or Everclear) or isopropyl alcohol drenching the plant. 
Rinse and repeat daily until the webbing and any moving spots on the plant are gone. They 
do move quickly, up to an inch per second. They show up well on leaves and light bark. 
Watch for them as you are watering. 
 
If you have several of these pests, you may want to move to a systemic insecticide to knock 
them all out. Different plants will attract different pests initially, but over the winter they will 

Sekka with the  thinned branch tips used for 

cuttings. 
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broaden their diet. There are a few insects that don't seem to harm the plants, but those are 
a huge nuisance. I usually leave spiders alone as they are predators, and if there is enough 
prey to support them then I have problems I haven't found yet. 
 
For ants, a good bait is effective. Terro ant bait is a liquid in a small plastic dispenser that will 
fit between pots and the ants take it back to the nest and it kills workers and the queen. You 
don't have to de-pot to destroy the nest, it generally collapses after a week of watering. 
 
The first Found on the Web link is a good starter, ask for the chemicals at a garden center, 
not all chemicals work on all bugs and they can advise you. Imidicloprid is one of the pollina-
tor toxins, but since you probably don't keep bees in your house it should not be an issue. 
 
As a note, I have never had bug problems with Portulacaria. For a “desert” plant they seem 
to tolerate/thrive sitting in shallow water over winter. Go Figure. I'm guessing humidity, but 
be warned:  YMMV. 
 

Found on the Web 

 
It's Not Work It's Gardening! Indoor care from St Louis. 
http://www.itsnotworkitsgardening.com/2013/12/indoor-pest-control-first-attempt.html 

Since there was a Black Pine Workshop at the show, here is a link to Eric Schrader on the 
subject. https://www.bonsaify.com/blogs/phutu-blog/decandling-decisions-for-japanese-black
-pine-bonsai  He covers decandeling in this post. When to and when not to decandle. 

A development tale of a large Olive from Michael Roberts With links to the two earlier posts 
on different trees.                     
http://crataegus.com/2022/09/02/the-patient-magic-of-michael-roberts-part-iii/   

And finally the part 2 of the Bunjin articles by Michael Hagedorn. And I finally get the differ-
ence from Literati. http://crataegus.com/2022/08/26/bunjin-building-on-weird-part-ii/ 

 
 
Coming Attractions 
 
In November we will be holding elections for officers. If you are interested in supporting and 
shaping the direction of the club, consider joining the Board. Contact an officer at the meet-
ing or by email. There are usually a few vacancies. 
 

 
Bonsai Here and Beyond the Outerbelt 
 
Meetings are the third Sunday of the Month unless stated otherwise.  Our schedule is back 
to meetings at Franklin Park on the third Sunday at 2:00 for general meetings, and 10:00 for 
scheduled workshops. Please stay tuned for new developments as we get short notice from 
FPC of location changes. Thanks for your understanding and patience! 
 
October 16   Discussion of the show - what was good what needs improvement. Your 
   input is needed. Followed by preparation work for bringing tree indoors. 
 

November 12-13  Pacific Bonsai Expo, Bridge Yard event space, Oakland, California 

   See Bonsai Tonight for details. 
 
November 20  Officer Elections, and something pertaining to late fall and early winter 
 

http://www.itsnotworkitsgardening.com/2013/12/indoor-pest-control-first-attempt.html
https://www.bonsaify.com/blogs/phutu-blog/decandling-decisions-for-japanese-black-pine-bonsai
https://www.bonsaify.com/blogs/phutu-blog/decandling-decisions-for-japanese-black-pine-bonsai
http://crataegus.com/2022/09/02/the-patient-magic-of-michael-roberts-part-iii/
http://crataegus.com/2022/08/26/bunjin-building-on-weird-part-ii/
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December -     TBD Club Dinner   It’s in planning.       
 

 
Information in this newsletter is freely re-publishable. Bylines and Articles may be repub-
lished with appropriate attribution to the authors and reciprocity with the newsletter or      
magazine issue. 
 
IF you or someone you know joined and has not been getting regular newsletter emails, let 
me know.  I can be contacted via the club email, or at zclayton@Yahoo.com 
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Membership Registration 
 
Please fill out all information in the form. Including the address. If you want a club member to 
give you a ride, pick up and deliver your tree to the show, or water your trees while you are on 
vacation, we need your address to match you up with someone close by. The same goes for 
people willing to provide these services. In any case we must have your correct email for you 
to receive your newsletter. We get several people at the meetings each year wanting to know 
why they don’t get the newsletter. Failure to provide a correct email is almost always the an-
swer, and if you don't give us your phone or address, we can’t contact you to ask why its 
bouncing back to us. 
 
Payment can be made by check or cash at the meetings, On the website with a credit card, 
Paypal Friends and Family at ColumbusBonsai@ gmail.com. Or, if you trust the mail service 
with timely delivery: 
 

Columbus Bonsai Society 

PO Box 297741 

Columbus, OH 43229-7741 
 
Please include your phone number!  I still get new members with no email or phone number. 
And we don’t do dead trees and ink.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Columbus Bonsai Society Membership Registration 

 

Individual $35 ____ Family $40 ____ Date:  __________________ 
 
**NEW** ___ Renewal ___  Joined at event ___ _______________ 
 
Check #  _______ Cash Receipt  # _________  CC  __  PayPal __ 

 
Please Print This information neatly.. 
 

Name _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Email _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone _______ - _______ - ______________ In case your Email bounces 
 
Address (optional) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
City _________________________________________ State _____ Zip ________________ 
 
IF Family Membership, Please list other members  
 
____________________________________ 
 
 


